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Background  

De La Rue sees the certification and sound verification of Covid immunity status, whether from 
inherent antibodies or from vaccination, as holding significant societal and economic benefits, 
notably:  

 Return to employment 
 Domestic and international travel 
 Future testing and vaccination boosters  
 Earlier access to public spaces and services  
 During  national  / future regional lockdown   

 

Without correct control and protection however the certification will become an attractive 
counterfeit opportunity and will need protecting against:     

 Fraudulent test results 
 Fraudulent test / vaccine certification (digital or physical) 
 Illegitimate access to legitimate supply chain (of certificates)  

 

In this summary document we outline a number of approaches that could be swiftly adopted and 
deployed for governments using existing elements of De La Rue’s secure government solutions   

To counteract these threats, and to provide international inter-operability we believe the solution 
must have the following components: 

 A physical, uniquely serialised, token, connected to: 
 A secure database that can be accessed via the code on the token; 
 A secure and verifiable supply chain for delivery of the micro-certificate to approved 

testing/vaccination locations; and 
 A mobile application for use by border force inspectors globally to validate the micro-

certificate against the citizen’s identity documents 

 

Summary of Key components  

The concept solutions proposed rely on three proven elements – DLR Certify, the DLR Certify 
mobile app and a high security Smart Micro-Certificate (SMC) – that are all operating together in 
live environments today. They are flexible enough to work in a variety of scenarios 
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Smart micro-certificate 

For instant visual proof of immunity we would recommend a highly secure, tamper evident smart 
micro-certificate that can be affixed to a  passport visa page or secure ID card, and used in 
association with a software system and the database associated with the ID document reference 
number that enables mobile device verification of the certificate.  This will provide a secure visual 
indication of covid immunity status and its holographic security and serialisation will be the first 
line of defence against fraudulent certification. 

 

 

DLR Certify Secure Supply chain and Mobile verification 

Enabling easy verification of secure documents relies on secure logistics and supply chain control.  
“DLR Certify” is able to both track and trace the Smart micro-certificate through the supply chain 
to point of use, but also to associate the certificate with another uniquely coded document such as 
a passport or ID card. No citizen data is held by DLR Certify – it only associates the ID document 
number with the certificate.  

Once the smart certificate has been appended to an ID document, De La Rue has a number of 
mobile applications for both government / health officers and for the general public. These are 
being used today for verification of tobacco and brands.  
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Simplified Solution Concept  

There are a number of potential delivery mechanisms for this scheme using a flexible platform 
such as DLR Certify. Here we look at an example using centralised personalisation undertaken by 
De La Rue.  

 

 

In this overview we have provided a roadmap to to providing a secure, easily verifiable certification 
scheme. This approach can be quickly deployed and enable governments to re-mobilise societies 
and economies in a safe, controllable way.  

With domain expertise in secure document design and manufacture and the securing of supply 
chains through track and trace De La Rue solutions can be adapted quickly to serve the need for 
robust certification and verification of positive COVID-19 antibody test results or, in the future 
vaccination status.  

 

 
  


